
Can we produce enough to support our increas-
ingly top-heavy population? If we do produce
enough, can we distribute it equitably? We shall
be overwhelmed unless we act now to meet the.,

Economic
Challenge
of Longevity

By Allen W. Rucker

Within the life span of many readers of this
page, the number of persons over age 65 in the
United States will have grown from 4 million
to 21 million. This is the projected change
from 1910 to 1975; see EXHIBIT I. Inasmuch
as a great many executives in top management
today will be numbered among the 21 million,
they have a personal as well as a social and
economic interest in the challenge presented
by human longevity.

There has been a great deal of loose thinking
about the challenge of longevity — and particu-
larly its economic aspects. Unfortunately, this
kind of thinking has sometimes worked into the
policy-making levels of industry and of govern-
ment. There is little awareness of the poten-
tially dangerous consequences. We need to look
much more realistically and discerningly at
the nature of the challenge and at the ways in
which we can meet it.

The Challenge Posed

Perhaps we can do little more here than
state the economic aspeets of the ehallenge in
broad terms. But I think yve want to make even
those terms as specific and concrete as we can,
conceding some inevitable margin of error in
the estimates.

In current 1954 dollars, at our average per-
eapita national income of $2,200 yearly, the

' Population Bulletin, March 1954, Population Refer-
enee Bureau, Ine,, Washington, D, C,
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economic sustenance for 21 million persons
over 65 years in 1975 yvould be some $50 bil-
lion. If none of those persons were to have any
means of self-support, $50 billion would be the
estimated economic burden on the yvorking
population of the nation.

No such economic burden may be expected,
of course. At present approximately one-half of
the persons over 65 are employed. Of these,
about 85% are men and 15% are women.^
Their earnings either support them entirely or
supplement other forms of income. But a recent
survey shows that less than one-sixth of those
working do so from preference,^ We may infer,
then, either that the great majority have no other
source of ineome or that, if they do, it is in-
adequate.

Obviously, to the extent that individuals over
65 years are self-supporting, the approximate
economic cost of longevity yvill be self-financing.
Perhaps one-fourth, possibly one-third, of the
number yvill be wholly self-sustaining from prior
savings, assuming no further depreciation of
the dollar. By the same token, three-fourths
or perhaps two-thirds will not be wholly self-
supporting, and must either work or depend
on families or the publie to some extent,

Eor those supported by the fruits oF past
savings, one of our immediate tasks is to protect
the integrity of the dollar from a resumption of
creeping inflation, Eor the others, one oF our
tasks is to expand the number of the sclF-sus-
taining. But these tasks do not add up, by any

''Statistical Bulletin, January 1954, Metropolitan Life
Insuranee Company, New York,



means, to the whole economic challenge. The
challenge is to provide adequately for the mate-
rial welfare of all citizens over 65, the majority
of whom yvill probably be women.

EXHIBIT I. RELATIVE INCREASE OF POPULATION
6 5 YEARS AND OVER

(1910-1953, projection to 1975)

1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1953

NOTE : This is a ratio chart, on semilogarlthmic grid, to
show relative rates of increase. It demonstrates that total
population from 1910 to 1950 increased 6 5 % , but
the population over 65 years increased 208% in the same
period. As projected, the persons beyond "retirement age"
will increase another 68% by 1975 to a figure of 21 mil-
lion, or 8 million more than in 1950.

SOURCE: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census.

This challenge is fraught with implications.
The social, cultural, and spiritual comforts of
older eitizens are inevitably conditioned by the
adequacy of their material welfare. Likewise,
the political attitudes of those citizens must be
definitely influenced if not shaped by the way
we meet the economic challenge of longevity.
What kind of government we shall have in
i960, in 1975, and afterward, what kind of
climate for private enterprise and what eco-
nomic freedom we can expect, may well hinge
on how we meet the challenge.

The politieal influence in i960 of some 15
million eligible voters over 65, and of 21 mil-
lion such voters in 1975, should not be under-
estimated. (In 1930-1935, the population 65

' Figures cited here, and elsewhere in the article, are
from Progress in Productivity and Pay, All U. S. Manu-
factures Combined, 1914-1947 (Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, Eddy-Rucker-Nickels Company, 1952 edition), which
eomputes the detailed figures from official sources. The
data for manufacturing from the official U. S. Census
of Manufactures are used because this is a compilation of
actual dollar operating results from the book records
of some 250,000 establishments and therefore essentially
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years and older represented only about 8% of
those of voting age; in 1950 they represented
12%; and it is estimated that in 1975 they will
represent 17% of the potential voters). Many
of us can easily recall the political power exer-
cised by Townsendites in 1935, when only 7
million persons were in the over-65 age bracket.
The potential political power of such a move-
ment in i960 or 1975, should conditions favor
it again, is altogether obvious.

As I see it, we must look at the economic
challenge of longevity as something far, far dif-
ferent from a problem of private or mass charity,
public aid, and governmental Social Security,
We will be wiser and infinitely more farsighted
to see it instead as much more than a matter of
dollars. We must see the challenge in basic
terms (a) of expanded production of the good
things of life, and (b) of the distribution of
necessities and comforts to those unable to earn
for themselves — all within the framework of
a free society and a private-enterprise market
economy.

Task for Production

Of these twin challenges, that of production
is perhaps the less formidable. The major ele-
ments in production are familiar to us all. They
are usually summarized as the coordination or
teamwork of men, management methods, and
machinery or tools (including capital invest-
ment in land, buildings, equipment, and work-
ing capital). And the dynamics of this combina-
tion are usually spelled out as the growth rate
of production.

Production Increases Needed

When the growth rate of production is com-
pared to the growth rate of population, we
obtain a ready measure of the rate of improve-
ment in our per-capita standard or scale of
living, Eor instanee, as EXHIBIT rr shows, our
long-term growth rate in manufacturing from
1914 to 1947 averaged approximately 4 ,1%
per year, eompounded, in real physical terms
(deflated for priee changes),^ At present, actu-

free of estimates and assumptions which more or less un-
avoidably are required in building up the totals of Cross
National Product and National Income, However, it is
worthy of note that Gross National Product, measured in
dollars of constant value, shows an average annual growth
rate of 3,75%, compounded, for the 1914-1947 period,
and 3.44% for the 1919-1947 period, compared with
manufacturing growth rates of 4 .1% and 3.82%, re-
spectively, for the same periods.
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aries and demographers are projecting a popula-
tion growth to 1975 yvhich will average 1.5%
yearly, compounded. By subtracting the esti-
mated population growth rate from the ap-
parent groyvth rate of manufacturing output
(4.1%-^ 1.5%), yve have a measure of the
rate of improvement in the per-capita scale of
living from the present to 1975 of 2.6% per
year, compounded. (More precisely, the figure
is 2,57%, since it must be adjusted for the
change in the percentage base,)

EXHIBIT II. THE GROWTH OF POPULATION AND
MANUFACTURING OTTPUT

(1914-1953, projeetions to 1975)

Year

19I4
1919
1929

1939
1947
1953
I9"^5

1914 1947
1914-1953
1947-1953

195,3-1975

Total povulation
(millions)

99.1
105.1
121.8
130.9
144.1
159-5
2 2 1 . 0

Percentage Growth

1,13 %
1.23
1.78
1.50

M anufacturin^
output index *

(1947-1940= 100)

27.0

35.6
59.i
59-4

I O I . 8

135-4
327-8

Rates

4.10%
4.22
4-87
4.10

* Manufacturing output figures used here can be com-
pared with Federal Reserve Board index figures of 38.0
(1919), 58.0 (1929), 57.0 (1939), 100.o (1947), and
135.6 (1953); no Federal Reserve Board figure is avail-
able for 1914.

SOURCES: For population figures, U. S. Bureau of the
Census (projection is median growth estimate). For manu-
facturing, F-R-N index from Progress in Productivity and
Pay referred to in footnote 3 (projection is at 1914-1947
growth rate); in terms of constant dollars (i.e., deflated
for price changes).

This projected rate of improvement in tbe
scale of living is no cause for smugness. In-
deed, it is about one-sixth lower than the aver-
age rate experienced over the 33-year period
from the start of World War I to 1947. The
reduction is due to the marked jump in the
rate of population groyvth, from 1,1% to 1,5%
annually, and especially a marked increase in
the number of people over working age (and
also under working age) yvith whom the aggre-
gate produetion must be shared. The impli-
cations are serious. To the extent that future
growth of manufacturing output fails to main-
tain its gain over population growth, living
standards will sufFer and hardships will be
inflicted on millions of persons over 65,

Noyv, of course, yve arc all fully ayvare that
any projection must be taken yvith allowances
for unexpected changes in the growth rates on
which it is based, Eor example, one may re-
call the errors of those demographers who.
during the mid-1930's, on the basis of then
current population increases, computed that our
national population growth might actually come
lo an end some time between 1980 and 1990,
On the other hand, yve can scarcely abandon
all quantitative measures: to do so makes it
impossible to calculate, plan, and execute for
the future. It should be noted, furthermore,
that if the present projections of the demog-
raphers are in error because they are too low,
as in the 1930's, the challenge yvill be greater
than estimated here, not less.

Greater Investment Needed

There will be several natural consequences
of a rise in the rate of population groyvth:

1. An increase in the number of under-xvork-
ing-age dependents — In the next 20 years that
number is estimated to inerease by more than 25
million persons. Signifieantly, in tbe same 20
years it is eyen more certain that yve shall have an
inerease from i 2 million to 2 ( million ovcr-work-
ing-age people,

2, An expansion of the needs for housing,
schools, and similar capital goods normally financed
by long-term credit — We are already thinking in
terms of 40-years-to-pay for private housing; 30-
year and 40-year bond issues for municipal and state
projects haye become increasingly eommon and
large. To what extent the coming load of debt,
relatiye to produetion, will complicate our ability
to assure a comfortable old age to 2 i million people
in 1975, I do not knoyv. But I do knoyv it will be
a serious factor, as debt of any kind inevitably is.
This phase of the matter will bear further study,

?i. An increase in the labor force, or in the
number of persons available for employment --
The demographers \yho work with population age-
distribution figures are estimating that instead of
today s 60-odd million in tbe labor foree, the num-
ber b\ 1975 yvill be approximately 88 million.

Taken together, these consequences oF our
increasing population have an important bear-
ing on the production task of the future. Under
our modern and highly intricate private-enter-
prise economy, progress must and docs rest
on the accumulation and investment of capital
at a rate continually greater than tbe rate of



growth of the labor force — that is, on increased
capital investment and productivity per worker,

Speeifically we know that manufacturing out-
put has been increasing more than three times
as fast as the population, and that percentage
increases in real output are virtually matched
by the same or slightly higher percentage in-
creases in real capital employed. Hence to
maintain our present growth in living stand-
ards, capital investment must increase in the
future at least three times as fast as the popu-
lation — and more than that if it is to meet
the needs of an inereasing proportion of older
and nonproductive workers.
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It seems evident that an increase in pro-
ductivity (and hence in living standards) oe-
curs only when investment increases faster than
the labor force, and in fact that productivity per
worker rises by almost exactly the degree by
which total investment growth exceeds the labor-
force growth.

If, then, betyveen now and 1975 we are to
maintain the same rise in living standards, in
tbe face of a projected population groyvth rate
of 1,5% (compared with 1,1% from 1914 to
1947), manufacturing output must rise at the
rate of almost 4,5% (compared with 4 ,1%
from 1914 to 1947), This is what my projec-

III, PRODUCTION AND POPULATION GROWTH

(I9I4-I953> projection to I975)

Total Manufacturing Output

100

1914 1919 1929 19 39 1947 1953 1960 1975

NOTE: This is a ratio chart, on semilogarithmic grid, to show relative rates of increase. The shaded area shows the
increase in population, and the bars represent the rising trend of manufacturing output m eonstant dollars (i,e,, de-
flated for price changes). The growth of manufacturing output, heretofore at a rate more than three times as fast
as population growth, accounts for the increase in the per-eapita supply of goods pictured by the portion of the bars
above the shaded area. The projections from 1953 to 197 5 are based on the growth rates shown m EXHIBIT II.

SOURCE: U. S. Bureau of the Census.

Eactual data shoyv these rates of groyvth from
1914 to 1947 (in terms of constant dollars,
average annual compound rate):

« Capital invested increased at tbe rate of 4.2 % .
C Manufaeturing output increased at the rate

of 4 .1%.
e Population (labor foree) increased at the rate

of I. I % ,
C Productivity per worker-year (2,080 man-

hours) increased at the rate of almost 3,0% (more
preeisely, 2 ,95%),

tions, taking into account the increase in popu-
lation, in the old-age proportion of the popula-
tion, and in the number of workers call for; see
EXHIBIT HI.

Thus in manufacturing, and probably in like
degree in other economic sectors, the rate of
capital investment in private industry ought
also to be 4,5%, or even 4,6% ; in other words,
it ought to be stepped up by at least one-tenth
more than the present long-term growth rate.
This should be regarded as a bare minimum
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increase, and by no means an optimum increase,
iMoreover it must represent net addition of
real capital (real in the sense of physical in-
crease, not dollars; and ?iet after replacing
capital consumed or otheryvise destroyed by obso-
Ieseenee, fire, flood, and so forth).

To put the matter in over-all terms, by 1975
the real, net capital invested in productive
enterprise should have increased by at least
169% (4,6% compounded over 22 years). So
in just a little over two decades, we are faced
yvith the need of expanding our capital invest-
ment to more than tyvo and one-half times its
present figure (yvhether through additions or
improvements) as a measure of meeting normal
economic groyvth and the challenge of longevity,

Eurthermore, this investment must be of the
self-reprodueing kind; that is, it must be made
in projects the output of which yvill be sufficient
to earn a return and, over a reasonable time, to
replace the original capital; otheryvise, there
will be no net addition to the total of goods and
services produced for consumption.

Task of Distribution

Even more difficult is the task of distribution
— by which I mean the steps that business and
government will need to take to provide for the
flow of goods and services in adequate amounts
to those who will not be working in i960 or
1975, and yvho will have little or no current
earned income yvith yvhich to make good their
claims on the available production.

As I see it, this problem of distributing
tomorrow's production among the elderly is
really a problem of how we shall save today.
(I refer to savings in the broad sense — in-
cluding life insurance, pensions, and so forth,
as well as bank savings and personal invest-
ments,) We need to enlarge vastly the number
of workers yvho are helping to accumulate capi-
tal today. By so doing, we will more nearly
assure an adequate production tomorroyv; at the
same time, yve will assure that income will be
distributed yvidely among those who are retired
or semiretired tomorroyv.

We can see easily enough that provision for
retirement and old age may be made by (a) the
individual, saving and investing his savings on
his oyvn initiative; (b) industry, setting up retire-
ment programs; and/or (c) the government, as-
signing each year some portion of tax revenues
to provide for the elderly citizen.

Whatever the agency, the crucial economic
considerations in providing for old-age security
are these:

C Savings must be set aside from eurrent pro-
duction .

e These sayings must be invested in productive
projeets; if they do not earn more than enough to
reproduee the original capital, there is no assur-
anee of production to support the additional popu-
lation of working and dependent persons.

C Savings must be diffused as widely as possible
among working people in order that old-age ineome
may be equally widely difEused.

In short, the guiding principle is simply tbis:
capital must be accumulated, and it must be
invested in productive enterprise, not dissipated
in nonproductive projects, public or private.

Wasteful Investments

When and to the extent that the individual
working citizen accumulates his own savings,
invests them prudently, and provides for his
own old age, the nation's eeonomic problem is
at a minimum. Eortunately, life insurance com-
panies, savings and loan associations, mutual
investment funds, and many industrial pension
plans have done much to assure the broader
diffusion of savings and hence of future old-age
income. Just the opposite is true, however, of
government old-age security plans and some in-
dustrial pension and retirement plans.

As a case in point, take the present federal
old-age "fund," which amounts to some $18 bil-
lion. This money has already been spent, chiefly
if not entirely, on nonproductive projects. To
put the matter baldly, the fund represents
nothing more than a dead weight of debt, to be
made good out of future taxes. And those taxes
must be levied in a future when the then-yvork-
ing population will be faced yvith providing its
oyvn future old-age security — and will by no
means be generously inclined to share its cur-
rent income, via the taxing process, yvith older,
nonworking felloyv citizens.

The trouble is not one of intent or motive; it
arises because the Eederal Old Age Assistance
funds thus accumulated do not find their yvay
into directly reproductive capital investment.
They contribute little to expanding the tools and
equipment of industry so imperatively required
to increase ouput for the future. They serve only
to accelerate today's consumption, not tomor-
royv's production.



Some bad examples have also been set by
labor and industry. The sad instance of the
depletion of the anthracite miners' fund is one.
Others are pension and retirement funds with
signifieant investments in securities the income
from which is dependent on the taxing power of
municipalities, states, and the Eederal Govern-
ment — or, worse, simply on the business acu-
men of politicians. One can by no means be
certain that the political fathers who are en-
trusted with the funds so easily obtained from
low-coupon, tax-exempt bond issues, especially
revenue bonds, will not put the money in proj-
ects that fail to enhance the output of goods and
services for the future.

It is quite true, of eourse, that public projects
often contribute far more than their cost to the
growth of the national output. Better roads and
Ijetter schools certainly are living examples of
the wise use of capital funds. Nonetheless, the
active citizen of today needs to keep a sharp eye
on community and state projects.

Eor example, it is currently the fashion to
finance toll road authorities, bridge authorities,
and port authorities. These are estimated to be,
and most of them may be found actually to
be, self-financing projects of great value to the
economy. But it would be strange indeed if
some states are not thereby led to invest sums
in projeets which are not self-finaneing — espe-
eially if there is an ample supply of money to be
borrowed at low interest rates.

If trustees of retirement and pension funds
become too preoccupied with "security" and con-
fine investments to the bonds of various forms
of government, there is also the hazard that
private companies will go begging for equity
money. The investments in government bonds
will then be self-defeating. The security of all
forms of public debt rests ultimately on the tax-
ing authority, and tax eoUections ultimately
depend on the volume of production which can
be taxed. The volume of production, in turn,
depends at least in part on the volume of financ-
ing, in which pension funds can play an im-
portant role.

Two other considerations confront all types
of retirement and pension funds:

(1) Very few plans attempt to provide for an
advancing standard of living,* They are normally
"fixed income" plans in amounts compatible with
today's standard of living, not that of 1970 and

' For a pension plan whose payments do keep pace with
the cost of living, see Geoffrey N, Calvert, "Cost-of-Living
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1975, Clearly, only a gradually declining price
level will assure that a fixed retirement income can
buy a higher standard of living,

(2) Few retirement programs take into account
the lengthening life expectancy of those past 65
years. It seems not improbable that the expectancy
of an individual at age 65 in 1975 will be 10%
or more greater than it is now. And even today,
pension fund managers are afraid people will live
too long, rather than that they will die too soon.

In summary, of the different ways for pro-
viding the individual with an old-age income,
the old-age program of the Eederal Government
seems farthest away from the two central prin-
ciples that govern our future ability to meet the
challenge of longevity. The payroll tax dedue-
tions do not represent economic savings; the
funds are not spent directly and solely for en-
hancing future production but merely to accel-
erate current consumption. By contrast, our in-
dustrial retirement and pension funds, for the
larger part, do represent savings (deduetion
from current consumption), and are intended
primarily for investment in self-reproducing
capital assets.

It is not clear, however, that business execu-
tives are as positive and as insistent as they
might be in urging the steps that are necessary
to provide adequately for the sound investment
of today's savings.

Meeting the Challenge

The twin problems of eapital accumulation
and production and of a corresponding distri-
bution of ownership of reproductive capital
among workers raise the question: What may
be done by the individual business confronted
with an increasing number of retired former
employees with a fixed and prior claim on the
earnings of the indefinite future?

Without spelling out details, I offer the fol-
lowing framework as a first approach for cor-
porate executives to follow:

(1) Proceed at once to set up a long-term
growth objective for the business, with interim
short-term goals. At a minimum such planning
should embrace growth in capital invested (total
and per employee), inerease in employment, gain
in productivity per man-year, and the proportion-
ate advance in pay per year. An executive will do
well to prepare a table similar to that in EXHIBIT IV.

Pension Plan," HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW, September-
October 1954, p, 101,
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EXHIBIT IV. TARGETS FOR "ANEKAGE-; KLSINESS"
GROWTH

(Iftdcx numbers, 1953 100)

'9J3
to:

195:-!

i960
1965
I 9 " "
1975

Total
net

assets ^'

I 00,0

I ^1,6
160,1
194,8
1J,-:,O

assets
per

eniplnycc ^'

100,0

I 20 ,"

137-2
I 5"'-~
I 80 ,4

Ntinihcr

of
cmplo) CCS t

I 0 0 . 0

1 <K). 1

I 16 , -
i i> ^ 5

1 >i . 4

• roductivit)
mid

pay per
employee ^'

I l ) O . ( »

M8.5
[58.6
181,6

* In terms of constant dollars (i,i,, dellatctl ior price
ehanges),

t In terms of man-years of 2,080 hours.
N O T E : This table shows the rchitions to be maintained

between major factors in manufacturing if growth is to
continue at the same long-term rate as in 1914 1947.

SOURCE : Computed from data compiled from Statis-
tics of Income, U. S. Trc'a,sury Department, and Cciisiis
of Manufactures, U, S, Bure;ui of the ("ensits,

substituting figures for his oyvn growth prospects
in place of the "average" for all industry that is
used in the exhibit.

For management planning, the individual firm's
1953 figures need only to be multiplied by the
index numbers shoyyn to obtain future target fig-
ures for "average groyyth." Sueh figures should then
be adjusted upward or doyvnward, aeeording to

whetlier the firm's anticipated groyyth is above or
below ayerage. Sueh final target figures are some-
thing whieh employees, as well as management,
should know. (If anything, the inde,\ numbers
shown are on the eonservatiye side, and in mv
opinion niight well be raised by one-twentieth or
one-tenth if the eeonomy a,s a whole is to eontinue
the present rate of increase in liying standards and
to support the projected population,)

2) L stablish a definite progi-am of proyidinf.'
information to employees on the growth plan, its
purposes For their material well-being, and their
part in it,

'Si Institute a positive ]X)lie\ of adyaneint;
monthly and annual employee earnings in propor
tion to the itnprovement in annual eeonomic pro-
ductiyity of the individual business, not in propor-
tion to any national ayerage, (Productiyitv as used
here and in EXHIBITS V and vi indicates market
value of factory eonversion per man-hour, includ-
ing priee ehanges,) Current and eonyentional
praetiees in regard to employee compensation are
,sadly inadequate; invariably the impression is that
all raises are foreed on employers and all redue
tions unjustly inflicted on employees.

The faet is that aggregate annual yyages in in-
dustr\ as a whole, and in most established and
well-managed eoneerns, are a near-eonstant per-

ExHiBiT V, NEAR-CONSTANT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRODUCTION WAGES AND ^JARKET PRODUCTION
\ ,-VLUE

I Ali LJ, S, manufacturing combined, 1914 1952

100

1914 1919 1921 1923 1925 1927 1929 1931 1933 1935 1937 1939 1947 1949 1951

NOTE: This is a ratio chart, on semilogarithmic grid, to show relative rates of inerease. Market produetion value
is the difference between sales value of output and the cost of raiv materials. It demonstrates that pay is a definite
share of production; and inereasing pay is direetly proportionate to increasing productivit>\ This has become known
as "the Rueker share of production principle," since it was first pointed out by the author in 1934,

SOURCE: For 1914-1947, Census of Manufaetures, U, S, Bureau of the Cen,sus. For 1947 1952, Survey of
Manufactures, U. S. Department of Commerce.



centage of economic production — what I call the
"share of production principle,"

Significantly, neither peace nor war, neither
boom nor depression, neither a Republican nor a
Democratic administration, neither an upward nor
a downward trend in labor-management bargain-
ing power, has affected this relationship appreci-
ably. Labor's share remains at 39-395%, and
management's share at 60,605%, of market pro-
duction value — the difference between sales value
and the cost of raw material supplies, (The rela-
tionship prevails to within ±1 ,663%, and the
coefficient of correlation is ,9996,) EXHIBIT V
shows the over-all record from 1914 to 1952, and
EXHIBIT VI provides the detailed figures for 1947
to 1953.

EXHIBIT VI. PAY IN PROPORTION TO PRODUCTIVITY

(All U. S, manufactures combined, 1947-1953)

Year

I914-I947
average

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

Productivity
per

man-hour
in dollars

$3,116
3-417
3,462
3.784
4,041
4,265
4.478

Average
hourly

earnings

$1,237
1,350
1,401
1,465
1,590
1,670
1,764

Wages as
percentage

of
productivity

39.395%
39,698
39.395
40,468
39,716
39-347
39,156
39.395

SOURCE: For productivity per man-hour, all years ex-
cept 1948 and 1953, U, S, Bureau of the Census (value
added by manufacture divided by man-hours worked);
1948 and 1953, average hourly earnings divided by
39.395%- For average hourly earnings, U, S, Bureau of
Labor Statistics,

This near-constant relationship can be used as
the basis for a definite management policy of ad-
vancing employee earnings in proportion to the
annual improvement of the individual company's
productivity. In plans of this type which my firm
has helped to install, some of them in operation for
periods up to 15 years, we have seen the results in
a high degree of employee confidence, understand-
ing, and cooperation, with a corresponding improve-
ment in productivity, pay, and profit — often of a
dramatic nature,

(4) Promote the voluntary investment of added
or "productivity" earnings as a means for the indi-
vidual worker to accumulate capital and provide
for income after retirement. Advancing today's
productivity is everyone's means of assuring to-
morrow's old-age security. The possibilities for the
individual are somewhat startling. For example:

R, Minturn Sedgwick has shown that 5 cents
an hour, or $100 a year, during an average
working life would provide an annual pension
of $1,000 for life and leave an estate of
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$15,000,^ In a similar vein, I estimate that a
man 25 years old today needs to save and in-
vest, to age 65, only an amount equal to the
average annual gain in productivity per worker
for the first five years of his working life. And
he would have a monthly income of $220 for
life after he becomes 65, Or with the same sav-
ings he could on retirement enjoy a life income
of $1,300 yearly and leave an estate of approxi-
mately $18,750, (These figures are in terms of
1953 dollars,)

These points are sufficient to disclose that
management circles have not even begun to tap
the possibilities of enhancing an employee's
cooperation and productivity today, and as-
suring his security in dignity and independence
tomorrow.

Conclusion
The challenge of longevity in the provision

for the material welfare of elderly citizens has
two parts: (a) assuring a future production ade-
quate to the combined needs of producers and
nonproducers, and (b) assuring the equitable
distribution of that production.

Our future production rests on the combined
and coordinated efForts of men, management
methods, and machinery and tools. The first
two of these, men and management methods,
seem to be assured by population growth and by
ever-improving technical education facilities.
The third, machinery and tools (capital equip-
ment), is not so well assured; it rests on both the
accumulation of capital and its investment in
self-reproducing projects. And, in light of popu-
lation growth and the rapid expansion in the
number and proportion of elderly citizens in
the next 20 years, the rate of long-term capital
investment needs to be accelerated sharply.

To that end, government must provide a
climate of economic freedom in which private
enterprise will have adequate scope and incen-
tive to operate and expand,

I have high confidence that the future pro-
duction desired for the support of a growing and
aging population can be attained. But there
must be great emphasis on accumulation and
investment of savings, a vital prerequisite for
this production.

The most difficult phase of this challenge
of longevity is assuring equitable distribution
among the aged of an appropriate portion of en-

" "A New Pension Plan," HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW,
January-February 1953, p, 70,
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larged future production. Not to minimize or
oversimplify the problem, I feel that future dis-
tribution of production will depend chiefly on
today's distribution of savings and capital ac-
cumulation. The greater the number of indi-
viduals with personal savings and with shares in
cooperative industrial programs, the greater the
assurance that proper distribution of the pro-
duction of the future will be achieved.

Ol' course, to state the essence of a problem is
not to solve it. But our first step is to attempt to
state the problem and, however roughly and
approximately, to give it quantitative dimen-
sions. This article will, I trust, serve to stimu
late thinking on the challenge of longevity and
enlist active interest both in stating the prob-
lem better and in pointing more directly toward
its solution.

THE HIGH level of births in postwar years, in a period of high employment
and undreamed-of incomes for the mass of Americans, raises a major

question. Insofar as we succeed in achieving the generally agreed objective of
maintaining high-level employment and gradually rising incomes per capita,
will this continue to promote marriages, births, and relatively large population
increase? It is surely reasonable to think so, but this has seldom reeeived
serious attention.

Marriage and children constitute an integral part of the real standard of
living of most Americans. Under economic pressure, either or both will be
deferred and the number of children restricted. But if economic and social
conditions permit gradual increase in consumption levels and improvements
in working eonditions, the gains from higher productivity will be taken, on
the average, partly in more goods and serviees, better housing, shorter hours
of labor, earlier marriage, somewhat more living children per family, and
greater ease in old age. No one ean safely forecast the changing proportions
to which such gains will be devoted, or how seriously our international obli-
gations will restrict the net total. But the evidenee of recent years strongly
suggests that if goods become obtainable with less and less efEort, the eompe-
tition between wants for goods and wants for babies, which depressed mar-
riages and hirths in 1925-40, will be less powerful than it was then. In the
light of such experience, we must beware of exaggerating hmitations upon
the faeilit}' with which consumption standards — as distinct fom consump-
tion levels — can rise or be raised. Mueh more researeh is needed before
one can speak with assurance of specific limits,

Joseph S. Davis, "Our Changed Population Outlook and Its Significance"
The American Economic Revieiv, June 1952, pp. 31 7-318,






